#1  
FURNITURE WHITE MADREPERLA FINISH AND GLASS TOP WITH INTEGRATED WASHBASIN size 150 x 60 x 83  
MIRROR EXAGONAL WITH INLAY

THE COMPOSITION IS:  
FURNITURE+ TOP+WASHBASIN+ MIRROR

on demand from ATELIER catalogue  
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
**#1B**

**FURNITURE** WHITE MADREPERLA WITH FIREZES IN SLIM GOLD LEAF FINISH AND BLACK CRYSTAL TOP WITH WASHBASIN size 150 x 60 x 83

**MIRROR** EXAGONAL WITH INLAY

**THE COMPOSITION IS:**

**FURNITURE + TOP + WASHBASIN + MIRROR**

*on demand from ATELIER catalogue*

**TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES**
#2
FURNITURE WHITE BRILLANTE FINISH AND OPALE MARBLE TOP WITH CERAMIC WASHBASIN size 155 60 h83 MIRROR ROUND WITH INLAY

THE COMPOSITION IS:
FURNITURE+ TOP+WASHBASIN+ MIRROR

on demand from ATELIER catalogue
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#2
**FURNITURE** WHITE BRILLANTE FINISH WITH FRIEZE IN SIMILAR GOLD LEAF AND OPALE POLARE MARBLE TOP WITH CERAMIC WASHBASIN
*Size 155 60 h83*
**MIRROR** ROUND WITH INLAY

**THE COMPOSITION IS:**
FURNITURE+ TOP+WASHBASIN+ MIRROR

*On demand from ATELIER catalogue*

TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#3
FURNITURE EBANO BRILLANTE FINISH AND GLASS TOP
WITH INTEGRATED WASHBASIN SIZE 150 69 h83
MIRROR EYE SHAPED WITH INLAY

THE COMPOSITION IS:
FURNITURE+ TOP+WASHBASIN+ MIRROR

on demand from ATELIER catalogue
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#53
FURNITURE
ANY MATT COLOUR LACCATO CARRARA MARBLE TOP
AND CERAMIC WASHBASIN
size 63 150 69 h83

MIRROR ANY MATT COLOUR LACCATO

THE COMPOSITION IS:
FURNITURE+ TOP+WASHBASIN+ MIRROR

on demand from ATELIER catalogue
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#52
FINISHING VARIANT
COLORE

FURNITURE
WHITE MATT LACCATO CARRARA MARBLE TOP
AND CERAMIC WASHBASIN
size 63 91 49 h83
MIRROR WITH WALL SUPPORT

THE COMPOSITION IS:
FURNITURE+ TOP+WASHBASIN+ MIRROR

on demand from ATELIER catalogue
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#5
FURNITURE WHITE ECO LEATHER + BLACK CAPITONNE + BLACK BRILLANTE FINISH AND GLASS TOP WITH CERAMIC WASHBASIN
size 153 53 h75
MIRROR WHITE ECO LEATHER

THE COMPOSITION IS:
FURNITURE+ TOP+WASHBASIN+ MIRROR

on demand from ATELIER catalogue
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#7
FURNITURE PINK BRILLANTE FINISH AND GLASS TOP WITH INTEGRATED WASHBASIN
size 70 49 h83
MIRROR PINK BRILLANTE FINISH

THE COMPOSITION IS:
FURNITURE+ TOP+WASHBASIN+ MIRROR

on demand from ATELIER catalogue
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
FURNITURE LETTERE DECORATO SILVER AND BLACK AND NERO ASSOLUTO MARBLE TOP WITH CRYSYAL SILVER LEAF

WASHBASIN size 115 58 h83

MIRROR SILVER PATINATO METALLI FINISH

THE COMPOSITION IS:
FURNITURE+ TOP+ WASHBASIN+ MIRROR

on demand from ATELIER catalogue
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#10
FURNITURE + CABINET WHITE BRILLANTE WITH CAPITONNE AND SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL TOP WITH INTEGRATED WASHBASIN WITH GOLD SCRATCHES
size 101 50 h63 + 39 36 h107
MIRROR SIMIL GOLD-LEAF

THE COMPOSITION IS:
FURNITURE+ TOP+WASHBASIN+ MIRROR

on demand from ATELIER catalogue
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#11
FURNITURE WHITE BRILLANTE WITH CAPITONNE, CRYSTAL TOP WITH INTEGRATED WASHBASIN WITH GOLD SCRATCHES
size 132 50 h63
MIRROR SIMIL GOLD-LEAF

THE COMPOSITION IS:
FURNITURE+ TOP+WASHBASIN+ MIRROR

on demand from ATELIER catalogue
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#12B
FURNITURE WHITE LACCATO MATT WITH WHITE CAPITONNÉ, CARRARA MARBLE TOP WITH CERAMIC WASHBASIN
size 101 51 h82
MIRROR WHITE LACCATO MATT MADE IN WOOD

THE COMPOSITION IS:
FURNITURE+ TOP+WASHBASIN+ MIRROR

on demand from ATELIER catalogue
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#17
FURNITURE ECO LEATHER CAPITONNE AND BLACK MATT LACCATO FINISH NERO MARQUINIA MARBLE TOP WITH CERAMIC WASHBASIN

size 61 52 h82

MIRROR ECO LEATHER BLACK

THE COMPOSITION IS:
FURNITURE+ TOP+ WASHBASIN+ MIRROR

on demand from ATELIER catalogue

TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
FURNITURE EBANO BRILLANTE + GOLD LEAF, CERAMIC TOP WITH INTEGRATED WASHBASIN size 48x48 h85
MIRROR No FRAME, WITH WALL SUPPORT

THE COMPOSITION IS:
FURNITURE+ TOP+ WASHBASIN+ MIRROR

on demand from ATELIER catalogue
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#16
FURNITURE TWIN X2 DECORATI ANIMALIER
MATT BLACK CERAMIC TOP WITH INTEGRATED WASHBASIN

size 50 50 h.59
MIRROR NO FRAME, WITH ROOF SUPPORT

THE COMPOSITION IS:
FURNITURE+ TOP+WASHBASIN+ MIRROR

on demand from ATELIER catalogue
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#19

FURNITURE + CABINET NOCE DORATO INLAY AND SIMIL SILVER LEAF FRIEZES FINISH PALISSANDRO MARBLE TOP WITH CERAMIC WASHBASIN

size 106 58 h82 + 94 41 h178

MIRROR SIMIL SILVER-LEAF

THE COMPOSITION IS:
FURNITURE+ TOP+WASHBASIN+ MIRROR

on demand from ATELIER catalogue
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#20
FURNITURE NOCE DORATO INLAY FINISH PALISSANDRO
CERAMIC TOP WITH WASHBASIN

size 100 50 h82
MIRROR SIMIL GOLD-LEAF

THE COMPOSITION IS:
FURNITURE+ TOP+WASHBASIN+ MIRROR

on demand from ATELIER catalogue
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#21
FURNITURE BRASS STRUCTURE IN BRONZE BRUSHED FINISH
size 105 53 h83
MIRROR NO FRAME WITH WALL SUPPORT

THE COMPOSITION IS:
FURNITURE+ TOP+WASHBASIN+ MIRROR

on demand from ATELIER catalogue
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#22

FURNITURE WHITE ANTICATO FINISH WITH NERO MARQUINIA MARBLE AND CERAMIC WASHBASIN

**size** 120 55 h82

MIRROR WHITE ANTICATO

THE COMPOSITION IS:
FURNITURE+ TOP+WASHBASIN+ MIRROR

*on demand from ATELIER catalogue*

TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIE
#22B
FURNITURE similar gold leaf and white anticato
Matt finish with
carra marble top and ceramic washbasin
size 120 55 h82
MIRROR white matt laccato

THE COMPOSITION IS:
FURNITURE+ TOP+WASHBASIN+ MIRROR

on demand from ATELIER catalogue
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#23

FURNITURE  BLACK SPAZZOLATO IN FRASSINO WOOD
WITH CERAMIC WASHBASIN

size  170 51 h72

MIRROR  NO FRAME WITH WALL SUPPORT

THE COMPOSITION IS:
FURNITURE+ TOP+WASHBASIN+ MIRROR

on demand from ATELIER catalogue
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#24

FURNITURE WHITE + SIMIL GOLD LEAF DECAPE IN FRASSINO WOOD WITH CERAMIC WASHBASIN

**size** 145 51 h72

MIRROR NO FRAME WITH WALL SUPPORT

THE COMPOSITION IS:
FURNITURE+ TOP+WASHBASIN+ MIRROR

*on demand from ATELIER catalogue*
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#26
FURNITURE BLACK MATT LACCATO FINISH WITH OPALE MARBLE AND CERAMIC WASHBASIN
size 73 53 h76 MIRROR SIMIL SILVER LEAF

THE COMPOSITION IS:
FURNITURE+ TOP+WASHBASIN+ MIRROR

on demand from ATELIER catalogue
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#27

**FURNITURE** CORTEN IRON MADE STRUCTURE AND WHITE MATT DRAWERS FINISH WITH CARRARA MARBLE AND CERAMIC WASHBASIN

*size* 125 x 54 x h76

**MIRROR** CORTEN IRON MADE

THE COMPOSITION IS:

FURNITURE + TOP + WASHBASIN + MIRROR

*on demand from ATELIER catalogue*

TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#28
FURNITURE WHITE IRON MADE STRUCTURE AND CORTEN WOODEN DRAWERS+ WHITE MAT DOOR FINISH WITH WHITE IRON WASHBASIN
size 126 55 h43
MIRROR WHITE IRON MADE STRUCTURE AND CORTEN WOODEN FRAME

THE COMPOSITION IS: FURNITURE+ TOP+WASHBASIN+ MIRROR+- SHELF

on demand from ATELIER catalogue
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#29

FURNITURE CONCRETE STRUCTURE AND WHITE BRILLANTE WOODEN DRAWERS+ CERAMIC WASHbasin

size 125 54 h76

MIRROR LED LIGHT FRAME BI COLOUR

THE COMPOSITION IS:
FURNITURE+ TOP+ WASHbasIN+ MIRROR

on demand from ATELIER catalogue
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#30
FURNITURE WHITE + BROWN SOFT TOUCH FINISH WITH DRAWER AND SECRETIER WITH ERAMONA BROWN MARBLE WITH CERAMIC WASHBASIN
size 128 55 h76
MIRROR WHITE AND BROWN FRAME IN SOFT TOUCH

THE COMPOSITION IS:
FURNITURE+ TOP+WASHBASIN+ MIRROR

on demand from ATELIER catalogue
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#31B
FURNITURE SIMILAR GOLD LEAF AND WHITE LACCATO MATT FINISH WITH CERAMIC WASHBASIN
size 84 50 h83
MIRROR WHITE MATT LACCATO SIMILAR GOLD LEAF

THE COMPOSITION IS:
FURNITURE+ TOP+WASHBASIN+ MIRROR

on demand from ATELIER catalogue
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#31C
FURNITURE SIMILAR GOLD LEAF AND WHITE LACCATO MATT FINISH WITH CERAMIC WASHBASIN
size 84 50 h83
MIRROR WHITE MATT LACCATO SIMILAR GOLD LEAF

THE COMPOSITION IS:
FURNITURE+ TOP+WASHBASIN+ MIRROR

on demand from ATELIER catalogue
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#35
FURNITURE AND WHITE LACCATO MATT FINISH WITH CERAMIC WASHBASIN
size 131 61 h83
MIRROR WHITE MATT LACCATO

THE COMPOSITION IS:
FURNITURE+ TOP+WASHBASIN+ MIRROR

on demand from ATELIER catalogue
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#35B
FURNITURE: SIMILAR GOLD LEAF AND WHITE LACCATO MATT FINISH WITH CERAMIC WASHBASIN
size 131 61 h83
MIRROR: WHITE MATT LACCATO AND SIMILAR GOLD LEAF

THE COMPOSITION IS:
FURNITURE + TOP + WASHBASIN + MIRROR

on demand from ATELIER catalogue
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#35C
FURNITURE similar gold leaf and white laccato
MATT FINISH WITH
CERAMIC WASHBASIN
size 131 61 h83
MIRROR WHITE MATT LACCATO AND SIMILAR GOLD LEAF

THE COMPOSITION IS:
FURNITURE+ TOP+WASHBASIN+ MIRROR

on demand from ATELIER catalogue
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#39
FURNITURE WHITE LACCATO MATT FINISH WITH NERO ASSOLUTO MARBLE TOP AND CERAMIC WASHBASIN
size 124 62 h82
MIRROR WHITE MATT LACCATO

THE COMPOSITION IS:
FURNITURE+ TOP+ WASHBASIN+ MIRROR

on demand from ATELIER catalogue
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#39B

**FURNITURE** 
Silver leaf frieze on white laccato matt finish with 
Nero assoluto marble top and ceramic washbasin

*Size: 124 x 62 x 82*

**MIRROR** 
Silver leaf frieze on white matt laccato

**THE COMPOSITION IS:**
Furniture + Top + Washbasin + Mirror

*on demand from ATELIER catalogue*

**TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES**
#40
FURNITURE WHITE LACCATO MATT FINISH WITH CARRARA MARBLE TOP AND CERAMIC WASHBASIN
size 133 56 h81
MIRROR WHITE MATT LACCATO

THE COMPOSITION IS:
FURNITURE+ TOP+WASHBASIN+ MIRROR

on demand from ATELIER catalogue
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#40B
FURNITURE  
WHITE MATT LACCATO WITH SIMIL GOLD LEAF FRIEZE,  
CARRARA MARBLE TOP AND CERAMIC WASHBASIN  
size 133 56 81  
MIRROR WHITE MATT LACCATO WITH SIMIL  
GOLD LEAF FRIEZE  
THE COMPOSITION IS:  
FURNITURE+ TOP+WASHBASIN+ MIRROR  

on demand from ATELIER catalogue  
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
FINISHING VARIANT
COLORE • LEGNO

#40C
FURNITURE
WHITE MATT LACCATO WITH SIMIL SILVER LEAF FRIEZE, CARRARA MARBLE TOP AND CERAMIC WASHBASIN
size 133 56 h81
MIRROR WHITE MATT LACCATO WITH SIMIL SILVER LEAF FRIEZE

THE COMPOSITION IS:
FURNITURE+ TOP+ WASHBASIN+ MIRROR

on demand from ATELIER catalogue
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#41
FURNITURE
WHITE MATT LACCATO, CARRARA MARBLE
TOP AND CERAMIC WASHBASIN
size 168 56 h81
MIRROR WHITE MATT LACCATO

THE COMPOSITION IS:
FURNITURE+ TOP+WASHBASIN+ MIRROR

on demand from ATELIER catalogue
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#41B

**FINISHING VARIANT COLORE • LEGNO**

**FURNITURE**
WHITE MATT LACCATO WITH SIMIL GOLD LEAF FRIEZES,
CARRARA MARBLE
TOP AND CERAMIC WASHBASIN

*size 168 56 h81*

**MIRROR**
WHITE MATT LACCATO WITH SIMIL GOLD LEAF FRIEZES

**THE COMPOSITION IS:**
FURNITURE+ TOP+WASHBASIN+ MIRROR

*on demand from ATELIER catalogue*
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#41C

FINISHING VARIANT
COLORE • LEGNO

FURNITURE
WHITE MATT LACCATO WITH SIMIL SILVER LEAF FRIEZES,
CARRARA MARBLE
TOP AND CERAMIC WASHBASIN

size 168 56 h81

MIRROR WHITE MATT LACCATO WITH SIMIL SILVER LEAF FRIEZES

THE COMPOSITION IS:
FURNITURE + TOP + WASHBASIN + MIRROR

on demand from ATELIER catalogue
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#55

FURNITURE
WHITE MATT LACCATO WITH GOLD PAINTED FRIEZE,
CARRARA MARBLE TOP AND CERAMIC WASHBASIN
size 132 56 h83

MIRROR
WHITE MATT LACCATO WITH GOLD PAINTED FRIEZE

THE COMPOSITION IS:
FURNITURE+ TOP+WASHBASIN+ MIRROR

on demand from ATELIER catalogue
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#50

FURNITURE
WHITE MATT LACCATO WITH SIMIL SILVER LEAF LEG
CARRARAMARBLE TOP AND CERAMIC WASHBASIN

size 75 60 h83

MIRROR CLASSIC SIMIL SILVER LEAF

THE COMPOSITION IS:
FURNITURE + TOP + WASHBASIN + MIRROR

on demand from ATELIER catalogue

TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#51

**FURNITURE**
WHITE MATT LACCATO CARRARA MARBLE TOP
AND CERAMIC WASHBASIN

*size*: 60 52 h83

**MIRROR** WITH WALL SUPPORT

**THE COMPOSITION IS:**
FURNITURE+ TOP+ WASHBASIN+ MIRROR

*on demand from ATELIER catalogue*

TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#47

FURNITURE
WHITE MATT LACCATO CARRARA MARBLE TOP
AND CERAMIC WASHBASIN
size 63 190 50 h83

MIRROR WHITE MATT LACCATO

THE COMPOSITION IS:
FURNITURE+ TOP+WASHBASIN+ MIRROR

on demand from ATELIER catalogue
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#47B
FURNITURE
NOCE DORATO LACCATO POLARE MARBLE TOP
AND CERAMIC WASHBASIN
size 63 190 50 h83
MIRROR NOCE DORATO WOOD
THE COMPOSITION IS:
FURNITURE+ TOP+WASHBASIN+ MIRROR

on demand from ATELIER catalogue
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#47C
FURNITURE
WHITE LACCATO SIMIL GOLD LEAF FRIEZE
CARRARA MARBLE TOP AND CERAMIC WASHBASIN
size 63 190 50 h83
MIRROR WHITE LACCATO SIMIL GOLD LEAF FRIEZE
THE COMPOSITION IS:
FURNITURE+ TOP+WASHBASIN+ MIRROR

on demand from ATELIER catalogue
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#56
FURNITURE
WHITE MATT LACCATO
CRISTAL OP AND CERAMIC WASHBASIN
size 75 50 h83
MIRROR CLASSIC SIMIL GOLD LEAF
THE COMPOSITION IS:
FURNITURE+ TOP+WASHBASIN+ MIRROR

on demand from ATELIER catalogue
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#58
FURNITURE
RFD MADREPERLA
AND CERAMIC TOP
size ø3 100 50 h83
MIRROR RFD MADREPERLA
THE COMPOSITION IS:
FURNITURE+ TOP+WASHBASIN+ MIRROR

on demand from ATELIER catalogue
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#59
FURNITURE
NOCE DORATO LACCATO POLARE MARBLE TOP
AND CERAMIC WASHBASIN
size 63 90 54 h42
MIRROR NOCE DORATO WOOD
THE COMPOSITION IS:
FURNITURE+ TOP+WASHBASIN+ MIRROR

on demand from ATELIER catalogue
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#60
FURNITURE
WHITE LACCATO
CARRARA MARBLE TOP AND CERAMIC WASHBASIN
size: 63 183 56h83
MIRROR WHITE LACCATO
THE COMPOSITION IS:
FURNITURE+ TOP+ WASHBASIN+ MIRROR

on demand from ATELIER catalogue
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
#62
FURNITURE
WHITE LACCATO
POLARE MARBLE TOP
size 63 135 54 h83
MIRROR WHITE LACCATO
THE COMPOSITION IS:
FURNITURE+ TOP+WASHBASIN+ MIRROR

on demand from ATELIER catalogue
TAP, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES
I mobili che NON presentano alcun riquadro in alto a sinistra, sono disponibili in PRONTA CONSEGNA così come mostrati in foto, senza possibilità di variazione di finitura e colore.
Sono tuttavia possibili variazioni del top, dello specchio e dei fregi, con eventuale aumento del prezzo e tempi di consegna da verificare.

Se in alto a sinistra È PRESENTE uno dei seguenti riquadri, significa che il mobile è disponibile GREZZO.
In base al tipo di finitura e colore scelto, i tempi di consegna possono variare dalle 3 alle 5/6 settimane.
In foto è mostrato il mobile con una nostra proposta di finitura, colore, top, specchio e fregi, tuttavia è possibile apportare delle variazioni con eventuale aumento del prezzo da concordare.
I riquadri indicano quale finitura e colore è possibile realizzare sul mobile:

**FINISHING VARIANT**
- **COLORE** • LEGNO • LEGNO INTARSIO

**FINISHING VARIANT**
- **COLORE** • LEGNO

**FINISHING VARIANT**
- **COLORE** • LEGNO INTARSIO

You can choose from the finishes COLORE present in the catalogue.

You can choose from the finishes COLORE or LEGNO present in the catalogue.

You can choose from the finishes COLORE or LEGNO CON INTARSIO present in the catalogue.

Furniture that does NOT have any square-tag on the top left, in PROMPT DELIVERY, as shown on the photo, without the possibility to change the colour and finishing.
You can still apply variations to the top, mirror, friezes with the price increase and expected delivery date to be defined.

If on the top left THERE IS one of following square-tag, it means that the furniture is available in RAW.
Based on the furniture finish and colour, delivery terms may vary from 3 till 5/6 weeks.
Furniture's colour and finish, top, mirror, friezes and other details on the photo are proposed by us, but you can apply variations with the price increase and expected delivery date to be defined.
Square-tag show which finish and colour are possible to realize on the certain model:

**FINISHING VARIANT**
- **COLORE** • LEGNO • LEGNO INTARSIO

**FINISHING VARIANT**
- **COLORE** • LEGNO

**FINISHING VARIANT**
- **COLORE** • LEGNO INTARSIO

You can choose from the finishes COLORE present in the catalogue.

You can choose from the finishes COLORE or LEGNO present in the catalogue.

You can choose from the finishes COLORE or LEGNO CON INTARSIO present in the catalogue.